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Abstract 

Electronic Toll Collection is a usually mature technology that enables highway tolls to 

be paid electronically. It uses vehicle-to-road communication techniques to conduct an 

electronic financial transaction between a vehicle that passes through a toll station and 

the toll organization. This project is carried out using Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID) innovative technology.RFID is a technology that uses electromagnetic wave 

communication to exchange data between a terminal and an electronic tag attached to 

an object for identification and tracking purposes. A RFID tag attached with each car. 

This transponder (tag) stores the vehicle's unique ID and associated data. It reacts with 

that information via a radio frequency connection when interviewed by a reader. In the 

toll gates, the readers are corrected. So when the car gets close to the viewer, the 

readers can read the tag information readily. This information is transferred to the 

computer and therefore the money can be deducted from the account of the user. 
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INTRODUCTION 

RFID is a wireless connection for identifying tags that are unique[1]. These structures 

interact either unidirectional or bidirectional information via radio signals. A time-

varying wave of electromagnetic radio frequency (RF) transmitted by the reader 

energizes the tag[2]. This RF signal is called the signal of the carrier. The data stored in 

the tag will be transferred back to the viewer when the tag is energized. This is often 

referred to as back streaming. By detecting the backscattering signal, it is possible to fully 

identify the data stored in the tag. RFID devices consist of two primary RF reader and RF 
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Tag elements. The RFID tag, or transponder, is the information carrier in the RFID 

system to be recognized[3]. Typical transponders (transmitters / responders) consist of a 

microchip that stores information and a coupling component for communication via radio 

frequency interaction, such as a coiled antenna. Transponders can either be active or 

passive.Active transponders have an on-tag power supply (such as a battery) and actively 

transmit a communication RF signal while passive transponders get all their energy from 

the transceiver's interrogation signal and either reflect or load the transceiver's 

communication signal[4]. Most transponders, passive as well as active, only interact 

when a transceiver interviews them. 

 

  

Fig. 1 Overview of the system 

The interrogator comprises of a subsystem for the reading and processing of information. 

The RFID reader or transceiver that can read information from a transponder and write 

information to it[5]. The subsystem for information processing that uses in some helpful 

way the information acquired from the transceiver. Typical transceivers (transmitter / 

receivers) or RFID readers are a radio frequency module, a control unit, and a coupling 

component to interrogate electronic tags via radio frequency interaction[6]. Moreover, 

many transceivers have an interface that allows them to transmit their received data to a 

information handling subsystem, such as a database operating on a personal computer[7]. 
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Using radio frequencies to communicate with transponders enables RFID readers to read 

passive RFID tags at tiny to medium distances and active RFID tags at tiny to big 

distances even when the tags are in hostile surroundings and are obscured from 

perspective[8]. 

CONCLUSION 

Electronic toll collection systems are a mixture of fully automated and semi-automatic 

toll collection systems. The system collects and stores various traffic and payment 

information as cars pass. The various techniques concerned are logically incorporated but 

stay flexible for upgrades. They also include advanced devices to capture video and 

picture for full-time enforcement of violations. This fundamental arrangement established 

by us will therefore be relevant by appropriate changes to future innovations in road 

transport.  
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